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Discussion about wave to wire 
modelling 
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Focus on wave activated body (WAB) wave energy converters 
Fast tool to distinguish between potential candidate for later 

 stage of development 
Low accuracy àrelatively high uncertainties are allowed 



� Hydrodynamic Model 
and Main Structure 

� Power Take Off (PTO) 
system 

� Reaction System 
� Power Connection 
� Onshore Facility 
�  Instrumentation 
� Others 



Linear potential theory 



� Linear Potential Theory inherited from Oil & 
Gas and Naval sectors 

Exceptions:  
�  Viscous Drag 

•  The results on the non-
dimensional analysis show a 
dependency on the control 
strategy: 
�  Passive Control: The viscous drag 

contribution is negligible (<5%) 

�  Active Control: The viscous drag force hold 

an important share in the force summation 

 

�  Volume Limitations 
•  Non-linear hydrostatic and Froude 

Krylov forces 

Three flow regimes 
KC<2 – Inertia Dominated  
2<KC<10 – Intermediate Regime 
KC > 10 – Drag Dominated 

WAVESTAR KC ~ 3 

WAVESTAR KC >> 10 



Simplified model 



� Two types of PTO 
system are 
considered for WECs 
of WAB type  

 
•  Direct drive 
 
•  Hydraulic PTO 



� Two main set of models 
are considered in 
function of the PTO 
controllability 
•  Controllable PTO  
�  Transfer function of first or 

second order. 
�  The parameters can be 

obtained from 
experiments or detailed 
simulations 

•  Less-Controllable PTO 
�  Approximated Coulomb 

damper.  



CONTROLLABLE:  
LINEAR ELECTRICAL ACTUATOR  

LESS-CONTROLLABLE: 
CONSTANT PRESSURE AIR PISTON 



Dynamical model (MOODY by Chalmers University) 



�  Pros and Cons of the 
dynamical model 

•  The quasi-static response leads 
the measured tension in the 
operational frequency range  

•  Some tuning is required, but it is 
relatively user-friendly. 

•  Excessive oscillation need to be 
damped or filtered outànot a 
real problem if a principal 
component analysis is used. 

•  Slow cannot be use at the actual 
state for long simulation 

 
�  Future step – parametrised 

model from dynamic solver 
results 



�  The utilisation of a weakly non-linear 
model is the best compromise between 
accuracy and computational time. In case 
of an active control strategy the non-
linear contribution will have a large 
weight. For some complex geometries 
the applicability of the model need to be 
validated also for a passive control, 
Weptos, Dexa. 



� The PTO model can be efficiently 
replaced by a simplified model, i.e. 
transfer function or others. Once more, 
the importance of the model become 
evident in case of an active control 
strategy, where the timing is an issue. 

� The high frequency components are 
filtered out by the inertia of the floater – 
low pass behaviour. 



� Form the presentation about MOODY the 
inaccuracy of the quasi-static approach in 
the operational frequency range is clear. 
A damping term need to be added to the 
quasi-static formulation! 

� At the actual stage MOODY cannot be 
used for long simulations, but it should 
be seen as detailed tool to generate 
validation data.  



Maximisation of the absorbed 
energy balanced by structural 

fatigue. 



TURNOVER MAXIMISATION TOWARD A GLOBAL MAXIMUM 

�  Phase and Amplitude 
control – not really 
applicable (Falnes) 

 
�  Feed-back controller and 
�  Model predictive control 
�  In a constrained scenario 

position, velocity and PTO 
force. 

�  Different control laws infer 
different load cycles 
exerted by the PTO on the 
structure. 

�  On the one hand extreme 
events are probably 
unaffected by the control 
strategy modification. 

�  On the other hand the 
fatigue design will vary 
from control to control. 
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The model is implemented in a sequential 
approach even though a full coupled system 
is the true objective. The formulation of a full 

coupled system has been one of the hot topic 
in the wind sector over the last 10 years. 



Some equations 



�  The main objective of the method is to 
shed light on the WEC optimisation 
problem.  

� Even if rather coarse it can give be used 
as a first stage analysis tool, which fits 
with the actual state of the wave energy 
sector. 



     


